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Abstract: Introduction: HRA (Heiderberg Retina Angiograph) 2 uses a confocal scanning laser system which can provide
high quality digital images but its imaging field is only 30°at most. HRA2 with a wide-field contact lens system allows an
imaging field of up to 150°.
Methods: We examined the advantages and disadvantages of HRA2, with a wide-field contact lens, for the evaluating
diabetic retinopathy (DR).
Results: HRA2 was beneficial for obtaining images of the entire retina simultaneously, without missing peripheral retinal
non-perfusion and neovascularization. On the other hand, clear images connot be acquired in cases with media opacities
such as corneal dystrophy, cataract and asteroid hyalosis, or in those with yellow tinted IOL.
Conclusions: HRA2 with a wide-field contact lens is useful for visualizing peripheral retinal lesions in DR cases.
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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

HRA2 uses a confocal scanning laser system and can
provide high quality digital images. It can also
simultaneously handle both digital fluorescein angiography
(FA) and indocyanine green angiography (IA) [1]. It is
beneficial for patients because the amount of light required
for the examination is minimal, such that patients do not
experience ‘dazzling’. Enhanced contrast, details, and image
sharpness are generated using confocality [2].

Fifty DR patients followed at Tokyo University Hospital
or Tokyo Woman’s Medical University Diabetic Center
were enrolled. These patients underwent FA using both of
the following instruments: the ordinary fundus camera and
HRA2which is a new model of HRA with a wide-field
contact lens, the so-called “Staurenghi Lens”.

However, its imaging field is at most 30° and it is
commonly used for the diagnosis of macular diseases and
retinal vascular occlusion in the posterior poll.
Wide-field fluorescein angiography using contact lenses
has been reported to have numerous clinical applications to
ensure high resolution and, high contrast [3].
Recently, it has become possible to cover an imaging
field of up to 200 degree [4-6]. The utility of this technology
in clinical practice continues to be investigated [6]. HRA2
with a wide-field contact lens provides up to a 150 degree
field of view [4]. It is a valuable tool in the management of
patients with posterior and peripheral uvetis, which may be
difficult to detect clinically [7,8].
In this report, we investigated the advantages and
disadvantages of the evaluating diabetic retinopathy (DR)
using HRA2 with a wide-field contact lens.
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HRA2 is a new model of HRA that has a higher
resolution than HRA (1,536 x 1,536 pixels vs 512 x 512
pixels). The HRA2 equipment is also smaller and it provides
a higher resolution at a faster speed than HRA.
We subsequently compared the images obtained using
these instruments with each other. For pictures taken with
the ordinary camera, we made a composite image by
assembling fundus photographs. This facilitated comparison
with the HRA2 images. Furthermore the images obtained by
HRA2 with the Staurenghi Lens are usually inverted,
allowing us to change them into direct images.
With HRA2, we applied a mono-wavelength laser-beam
of 488nm as the an excition light for FA. The camera used in
Tokyo University Hospital was the TRC 50 Ax® (TOPCON)
and that used in Tokyo Woman’s Medical University
Diabetic Center was the PR03® (KOWA). We present cases
in which HRA2 was helpful, and others in which it was not,
for evaluating DR.
RESULT
First, we present cases in which HRA2 was useful. In
these cases, there are non- perfusion areas or
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neovascularization at the far peripheral retina, and there is
some possibility that these lesions will be missed with an
ordinary camera, even after a careful search.
On the contrary, we were able to detect a lesion at one
sight with HRA2 using the Staurenghi Lens (Figs. 1, 2).
Moreover, the intensity of the leakage can be assessed using
time course photography and more than one lesion can be
seen at the same time with HRA2. It is impossible to do this
with the composite image made using ordinary camera
images in which each picture is taken at a different time
point.
There were also cases in which HRA2 was not helpful.
These cases had media opacities such as corneal dystrophy,
cataract and asteroid hyalosis. The images obtained with
HRA2 were not useful because fundus details were obscured
by the media opacities. However, we were able to see the
fundus clearly with the ordinary fundus camera (Figs. 3-5).
Many diabetic patients suffer from cataracts and we need
to take this into consideration. HRA2 is weak in cases of
media opacity especially cataracts.
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Another case had an intraocular lens (IOL), making
mydriasis inadequate. The peripheral fundus could not be
visualized distinctly because of opacitiy at the anterior
capsule edge (Fig. 6). The final case had a tinted IOL. In this
case, the image obtained with HRA2 was slightly coarse as
compared to those obtained with an ordinary camera (Fig. 7).
When using an ordinary fundus camera, the examiner’s
skill and the patients’ cooperation in correcting eye position
are essential for detecting lesions in the peripheral retina.
Conversely, we can obtain images of the entire retina
simultaneously without missing the peripheral area with
HRA2. However, for cases with media opacities, these
advantages of HRA2 are lost and the pictures obtained are
inadequate as compared to those of an ordinary fundus
camera.
CONCLUSION
Detection of a peripheral vessel leakage and of an
untreated, peripheral, non-perfusion area is very important in
the treatment of DR [9].

Fig. (1). Case with a peripheral non-perfusion area. A: Ordinary camera; B: HRA2.

Fig. (2). Case with retinal neovascularization. A: Ordinary camera; B: HRA2.
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Fig. (3). Case with corneal opacities. A: Ordinary camera; B: HRA2.

Fig. (4). Case with a nuclear cataract. No contrast is apparent. A: Ordinary camera; B: HRA2.

Fig. (5). Case with asteroid hyalosis. A: Ordinary camera; B: HRA2.

Wide-angle images up to 120 degrees can be easily
produced in a few seconds by automatically combining
multiple images. HRA2 is more useful than an ordinary
camera when a patient cannot keep the correct eye position
because of dazzling. HRA2 is thus beneficial for patients
with incomplete eye movements.
Though HRA2 with a wide-field contact lens is useful for
visualizing peripheral retinal lesions in DR cases, its

applications are limited in cases with media opacities and
yellow-tinted IOL.
We described a few distinctive cases as well as another
50 DR cases with little media opacity and a posterior pole
retinal lesion; in the latter cases, there is not much difference
between HRA2 and an ordinary fundus camera.
We should understand these advantages and
disadvantages when examining DR patients using HRA2.
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Fig. (6). Case with anterior capsular shrinkage after cataract surgery. A: Ordinary camera; B: HRA2.

Fig. (7). Case with a yellow IOL. A: HRA2; B: Ordinary camera.
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